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Abstract29

The recent inference of sulphur dioxide (SO2) in the atmo-30

sphere of the hot (∼1100 K), Saturn-mass exoplanet WASP-31

39b from near-infrared JWST observations (1–3) suggests that32

photochemistry is a key process in high temperature exoplanet33
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2 Mid-Infrared Spectrum of WASP-39b

atmospheres (4). This is due to the low (<1 ppb) abundance of34

SO2 under thermochemical equilibrium, compared to that pro-35

duced from the photochemistry of H2O and H2S (1-10 ppm)36

(4–9). However, the SO2 inference was made from a single,37

small molecular feature in the transmission spectrum of WASP-38

39b at 4.05 µm, and therefore the detection of other SO239

absorption bands at different wavelengths is needed to better40

constrain the SO2 abundance. Here we report the detection41

of SO2 spectral features at 7.7 and 8.5 µm in the 5–12µm42

transmission spectrum of WASP-39b measured by the JWST43

Mid-Infrared Instrument (MIRI) Low Resolution Spectrome-44

ter (LRS) (10). Our observations suggest an abundance of SO245

of 0.5–25 ppm (1σ range), consistent with previous findings46

(4). In addition to SO2, we find broad water vapour absorp-47

tion features, as well as an unexplained decrease in the transit48

depth at wavelengths longer than 10µm. Fitting the spectrum49

with a grid of atmospheric forward models, we derive an atmo-50

spheric heavy element content (metallicity) for WASP-39b of51

∼7.1–8.0 × solar and demonstrate that photochemistry shapes52

the spectra of WASP-39b across a broad wavelength range.53

We observed WASP-39b using JWST MIRI/LRS on UTC 2023-02-14 from54

15:03:20 to 22:59:36, spanning a total of 7.94 hours (Director’s Discretionary55

Time PID 2783). The observation included the full 2.8-hour transit, as well as56

3 hours before and 1.87 hours after the transit to measure the stellar baseline.57

We used the slitless prism mode with no dithering. In this mode, MIRI/LRS58

yields a spectral range from 5–12µm, at an average resolving power of R ≡59

λ/∆λ ≈ 100, where λ is the wavelength. The time-series observations included60

1779 integrations of 16 seconds (100 groups per integration). No region of the61

detector was saturated.62

We extracted the time-series stellar spectra using three independently63

developed reduction pipelines to test the impact of background modelling,64

spectral extraction method and aperture width, and light-curve-fitting routines65

on the resulting planetary transmission spectrum (see Methods and Extended66

Data Figures 1 and 2). We summed across the extracted stellar spectra to67

create white-light curves (Extended Data Figure 2) as well as binned spec-68

trophotometric light curves for each pipeline (Figure 1). The light curves show69

clear instrumental systematics at the beginning of the observation that are70

driven by a decreasing exponential ramp effect (11). At the detector level, the71

observations showed correlations with spatial position and an odd–even effect72

from row to row due to the readout time (12). We do not see evidence of a73

very sharp, strong change in the initial exponential ramp’s sign, amplitude, or74

timescale, known as a “shadowed region”, in our observations (Extended Data75

Figure 1; 13). We use wide spectrophotometric light curve bins of ∆λ = 0.25µm76

to average over the odd–even row effect (13) and we note that our conclusions77
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Mid-Infrared Spectrum of WASP-39b 3

are insensitive to the chosen bin size (smaller bins of 0.15 µm derive the same78

results) as well as the choice of the origin binning wavelength.79

We present the resulting transmission spectrum from each pipeline in80

Figure 2. Within the spectra, we are able to identify two broad absorption81

features belonging to SO2 at 7.7 and 8.5µm, which correspond to the asym-82

metric ν3 and symmetric ν1 fundamental bands, respectively, consistent with83

predictions from photochemical models (4). We are also able to discern H2O84

absorption, although it is mostly apparent between 5 and 7 µm owing to the85

overlapping SO2 feature at longer wavelengths. There is an abrupt decrease86

in the transit depth at λ = 10µm. The shadowed region systematic occurs87

from λ ≥ 10.6 — 11.8µm (13), at longer wavelengths compared to the abrupt88

decrease in the transmission spectrum. Therefore, if this abrupt change arose89

from the instrument and is not of astrophysical origin, then it is most likely90

driven by a different source of detector noise or an artifact that is not currently91

well understood.92

In order to determine the detection significance of SO2 in our data and con-93

strain its abundance, we conducted seven independent Bayesian retrievals on94

each of the three data reductions. Each nominal retrieval includes SO2 and H2O95

as spectrally active gases, as well as a variety of cloud and haze treatments to96

account for degeneracies between retrieved cloud/haze properties and molec-97

ular abundances (see Methods). Other spectrally active gases were initially98

tested by the retrievals, including CH4, NH3, HCN, CO, CO2, C2H2, H2S, but99

none of them showed significant detections. As shown in Figure 3 and Extended100

Data Table 4, the fits of the retrieval models to the data are generally good,101

with reduced chi-squared values close to 1. SO2 is detected to at least ∼3σ sig-102

nificance for all retrieval frameworks and data reductions, except for one single103

retrieval–data reduction combination with a 2.5σ detection, where other free104

parameters slightly reduced the SO2 detection significance (see Methods). We105

retrieve a range of log volume mixing ratios from -6.3 to -4.6 (0.5–25 ppm; low-106

est to highest 1σ uncertainty bounds across all 6 retrieval frameworks) for the107

Eureka! reduction. Retrievals for the other reductions yielded similar results108

and are discussed in Methods and shown in Extended Data Figure 4.109

Similar to SO2, the retrieved H2O abundances are largely consistent across110

all retrievals and reductions (see Extended Data Table 4 and Extended Data111

Figure 4), although the spread of values for the detection significance is greater112

than for SO2, with some reduction-retrieval combinations yielding ≲2σ while113

for others it is above 5σ. This serves to highlight the impact of choices made114

at both the reduction and retrieval stages on conclusions drawn from a spec-115

trum. We postulate that the variation in detection significance that we see116

is due to the fact that the H2O feature present in this observation is fairly117

broad, and likely impacted by the stronger SO2 feature at longer wavelengths118

and modelled haze properties at shorter wavelengths. For the Aurora/Eureka!119

combination the water abundance is relatively poorly constrained, with long120

tails in the distribution towards lower abundances and haze compensating for121

the relative lack of H2O absorption at short wavelengths. Across the other six122
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4 Mid-Infrared Spectrum of WASP-39b

retrievals for the Eureka! reduction, the retrieved range of log volume mixing123

ratios is from -2.4 to -1.2 (0.4–6.3%; lowest to highest 1σ uncertainty).124

In addition to SO2 and H2O, one retrieval framework found weak-to-125

moderate (2.5σ) evidence for SO, with a feature between 8 and 10 µm (see126

Methods), which is predicted to be present by photochemical models (4; 5),127

but additional observations would be needed to confirm or rule out its exis-128

tence. Furthermore, we can largely rule out a grey cloud extending to low129

pressures with broad terminator coverage (see Methods), but more detailed130

cloud and haze properties such as particle sizes and cloud top pressure cannot131

be consistently constrained.132

We use a suite of independent forward-model grids that include photochem-133

istry to infer the atmospheric metallicity and elemental ratios of WASP-39b134

from the observed SO2 abundance (see Methods). As SO2 is photochemical135

in origin, a rigorous treatment of photochemistry is vital for connecting SO2136

to bulk atmospheric properties. Figure 4 shows the comparison between four137

independent photochemical models, all of which include moderately different138

chemical networks for H, C, O, N, and S molecules and use the same average139

atmospheric temperature–pressure profiles (morning and evening terminators),140

eddy diffusion profile, and stellar spectrum of WASP-39 adopted by ref. (4)141

as inputs. The model transmission spectra generated from the four photo-142

chemical models are largely consistent with each other and the data, showing143

that sufficient SO2 is generated photochemically to explain the 7.7 and 8.5µm144

absorption features. In particular, the limb-averaged volume mixing ratio of145

SO2 for the best-fitting 7.5× solar metallicity models span the range of 2.5–146

6.1 ppm, in line with our free-retrieval results (Extended Data Table 4). The147

8.5 µm SO2 feature is notably sensitive to metallicity in this range while the148

strongest 7.7 µm feature starts to saturate with metallicity ≳ 7.5 × solar.149

Using an expanded grid of one of the photochemical models (see Meth-150

ods; 14) we find best-fitting atmospheric metallicity values of 7.1–8.0 × solar151

across the three data reductions, as well as a consistent – though weak – pref-152

erence for a super-solar O/S ratio, sub-solar C/O, and approximately solar153

C/S. Even though no carbon species is detected in the spectrum, constraints154

on the carbon abundance are still possible through the high degree of cou-155

pling between the CHONS elements in the photochemistry. These results are156

largely corroborated by comparisons to independent, self-consistent, radiative-157

convective-thermochemical equilibrium model grids that are post-processed158

to include SO2 (see Methods), which also infer a sub-solar C/O, as well as159

slightly higher atmospheric metallicity values ranging between 10–30× solar,160

depending on the specific data reduction. These findings are within the range161

of C/O (subsolar) and atmospheric metallicities (supersolar) derived from162

near-infrared JWST transmission spectra of WASP-39b using self-consistent163

radiative-convective thermal equilibrium grid models (1–3; 15; 16) and photo-164

chemical models that were able to match the near-infrared SO2 feature (4).165

Our work therefore shows that JWST’s MIRI LRS is fully capable of producing166

information-rich exoplanet observations like the near-infrared instruments.167
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Mid-Infrared Spectrum of WASP-39b 5

The interpretation of WASP-39b’s transmission spectrum at wavelengths168

beyond 10 µm is uncertain. If the observed sudden drop in transit depth is169

astrophysical in origin rather than due to an artifact in the data, then several170

possibilities exist. For example, the transit radius of a planet can decrease171

quickly with increasing wavelength when a cloud layer becomes sufficiently172

optically thin such that we can probe below the cloud base (17). In addition,173

spectral features associated with the vibrational modes of bonds of several174

cloud and haze species are situated in the mid-infrared (18–20), but none of the175

known features can explain our data. Meanwhile, the absorption cross sections176

of some gaseous species, such as metal hydrides (e.g. SiH and BeH), can exhibit177

downward slopes starting at ∼10µm (21). However, the abundances of these178

species needed to explain the observed feature (∼1000 ppm) are orders of179

magnitude greater than what is expected in a near-solar metallicity atmosphere180

(see Methods). Additional observations will be needed to explore the behavior181

and provenance of the >10 µm transmission spectrum of WASP-39b.182
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244

245

Fig. 1 A sample of spectrophotometric light curves and residuals for246

WASP-39b’s transit observed with MIRI/LRS. a: An exoplanet transit247

model multiplied by a systematics model (solid black line) was fitted to each248

light curve. b: The residuals to the best-fit models are shown for each light249

curve. We report the 1σ scatter in each light curve as the standard deviation250

of the out-of-transit residuals, with the ratio to the predicted photon noise in251

parentheses. The reduction is from Eureka!.252

253

254

Fig. 2 MIRI/LRS transmission spectra of WASP-39b derived using255

three independent reduction pipelines. a: The spectrum is dominated256

by broad absorption features from SO2 at 7.7 and 8.5 µm and H2O across257

the entire wavelength coverage of MIRI/LRS. We define our uncertainties as258

1σ. b: We present the log of opacities of dominant species in the spectrum in259

units of cm2 mol−1. The opacities were adopted from PLATON using ExoMol260

line lists (22; 23) and assume atmospheric properties pressure, P = 1 mbar261

and temperature, T = 1000 K.262

263

264

Fig. 3 Free retrievals of the MIRI/LRS transmission spectrum of265

WASP-39b. a: The spectrum from the Eureka! reduction (with 1σ uncer-266

tainties) is compared to the best-fit retrieved spectra and associated 1σ shaded267

regions from six free retrieval codes. b: The corresponding posterior probability268

distributions of the volume mixing ratio (VMR) and associated 1σ uncertain-269

ties (points) for the SO2 abundance. The quoted log(SO2) ranges from the270

lowest to the highest 1σ bounds of all six posteriors. We chose the Eureka!271

reduction due to its similar reduction steps to previous WASP-39 b observa-272

tions (2; 3; 15; 16) and the fact that it provides the full wavelength coverage of273

the observations. Results from the other two reductions for SO2 give broadly274

consistent results and are discussed further in Methods.275

276

277

Fig. 4 Comparison of four independent photochemical models to the278

observed MIRI/LRS transmission spectra of WASP-39b. a: Compar-279

ison of morning and evening limb-averaged theoretical transmission spectra to280

the observations assuming a best-fit atmospheric metallicity of 7.5 × solar. b:281

Limb-averaged SO2 VMR between 10 and 0.01 mbar as a function of metallic-282

ity for the four photochemical models. The shaded and hatched yellow region283
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8 Mid-Infrared Spectrum of WASP-39b

represents the 1σ SO2 constraint from the free retrievals on the Eureka! reduc-284

tion (Fig. 3) . c: Dependence of VULCAN modeled transmission spectrum on285

atmospheric metallicity, as compared to the Eureka! reduction. The Tiberius286

reduction prefers a metallicity of 7.5× solar, while the SPARTA reduction287

prefers 10× solar (see Extended Data). The VULCAN models suggest that288

there is only a minor (< 0.05%) difference expected for the SO2 feature at289

7.7µm when assuming a higher atmospheric metallicity, while the SO2 feature290

at 8.5µm is more sensitive to subtle changes. The SO2 feature at 8.5µm is fit291

well by the 7.5 − 10× solar metallicity models.292

293

294

Extended Data Fig. 1 Comparison of the different background mod-295

elling and subtraction per each pipeline. (a) A median out-of-transit296

image of the MIRI/LRS detector from the jwst pipeline’s Stage 2 process-297

ing. (b) Background models from Eureka! (1), Tiberius (2), and SPARTA (3).298

(c) Background subtracted Stage 2 outputs from each pipeline. The smoothly299

varying background is expected for MIRI/LRS. There are no discrete fea-300

tures or sharp changes in the background at y-pixels < 244, corresponding to301

λ = 10µm, which has been seen in other observations (13). All images are302

given in Data Numbers per second (DN s−1). The Tiberius reduction did not303

extract spectra as far red as Eureka! and SPARTA, which is the cause of the304

horizontal bar in panels b2 and c2.305

306

307

Extended Data Fig. 2 MIRI/LRS white and spectrophotometric308

light curves from the three independent reduction pipelines used309

in this work. (a) We quote the out-of-transit parts-per-million scatter in310

each light curve in the figure. We define the out-of-transit time as −0.135 <311

t [days] < −0.07 and 0.07 < t [days] < 0.14; these times were selected as they312

ignore the exponential ramp at the beginning of the observations and do not313

include any data in transit ingress/egress. (b) The residuals and errors of the314

data compared to the best-fit transit model. Errors quoted are 1σ. (c) The315

spectrophotometric light curves are normalized by the out-of-transit flux dur-316

ing the observations. All reductions show consistent out-of-transit scatter in317

all wavelength bins (∆λ = 0.25µm). The white spaces in c1 are where values318

in the light curve are NaN.319

320

321

Extended Data Table 1 The system parameters resulting from the white322

light curve fits.323

324

325

Extended Data Table 2 Results from the IDIC grid assuming C, O, and S326

have the same abundance enhancement relative to Solar (i.e., M*).327

328

329
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Mid-Infrared Spectrum of WASP-39b 9

Extended Data Table 3 Results from the IDIC grid assuming C, O, and S330

can take different abundances relative to Solar (C*, O*, S*). χ2 for the three331

best-fitting model spectra for each of the three reductions are shown.332

333

334

Extended Data Fig. 3 The best-fitting cloudy PICASO grid models335

(gold lines) are shown with SO2 (a) and without SO2 (b) compared336

to the JWST MIRI/LRS data (black points) from the Eureka! reduc-337

tion. Also shown are the best-fits with H2O (dark teal), SO2 (red), CH4338

(light teal), and clouds (navy blue) removed from the model, demonstrating339

which absorbers dominate the opacity of the best-fit model. When SO2 is340

not included in the model, excess CH4 compensates for its absorption in the341

Eureka! reduction as shown in the lower panel.342

343

344

Extended Data Fig. 4 Retrieved log of SO2 and H2O volume mixing345

ratio (VMR) posteriors from all six retrieval codes and three data346

reductions. Median values and 1σ uncertainties are given in the coloured347

points.348

349

350

Extended Data Table 4 This table collects all the free retrieval results for351

H2O and SO2 volume mixing ratios, together with their detection significance,352

and the goodness of fit for each individual retrieval. The cloud model used353

for each retrieval code is also noted. For the most part, the abundances are354

consistent between retrieval codes for a given reduction, although there is some355

variation between reductions.356
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Mid-Infrared Spectrum of WASP-39b 1

Methods357

Data Reduction358

We applied three independent data reduction and light-curve-fitting routines359

to the MIRI/LRS observations. Below, we describe the major reduction steps360

taken by each pipeline, followed by their light-curve-fitting methodologies.361

Additionally, we discuss the differences in the data reduction pipelines that362

resulted in differing shapes of the H2O absorption feature at < 7µm.363

Eureka!364

Initially, nine independent teams performed a reduction of these data using365

the open-source Eureka!(25) pipeline. From those analyses, we ultimately366

chose one analysis to highlight in this paper based on comparisons of the367

white and red noise of the residuals after fitting. Our fiducial Eureka! reduc-368

tion very closely followed the methods developed for the Transiting Exoplanet369

ERS team’s MIRI/LRS phase curve observations of WASP-43b and described370

in ref.(13; 27). As extensive parameter studies were performed on Eureka!’s371

Stage 1–3 parameters using the WASP-43b data, the best parameter settings372

identified from that work are reused here and are briefly summarized below.373

The other Eureka! analyses had used different reduction parameters and were374

generally consistent with, but noisier than, our fiducial Eureka! analyses. The375

full Eureka! Control Files and Eureka! Parameter Files files used in these376

analyses are available as part of the data products associated with this work377

(https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10055845).378

We made use of version 0.9 of the Eureka!(25) pipeline, CRDS version379

11.16.16 and context 1045, and jwst package version 1.8.3 (28). As described380

in ref. (13; 27), we assume a constant gain of 3.1 electrons/DN (same as381

for the SPARTA reduction; see below), which is closer to the true gain382

than the value of 5.5 currently assumed in the CRDS reference files (private383

comm., Sarah Kendrew). Eureka!’s Stage 1 jump step’s rejection threshold384

was increased to 7.0 and Stage 2’s photom step was skipped (to more easily385

estimate the expected photon noise), but otherwise the Stage 1–2 processing386

was done following the jwst pipeline’s default settings. We also evaluated the387

use of an experimental non-linearity reference file developed to address MIRI’s388

“brighter-fatter effect”(29), but we ultimately decided to stick with the default389

non-linearity reference file as the final transmission spectra changed by less390

than 1σ at all wavelengths.391

We extracted columns 11–61 and rows 140–393 as pixels outside of this392

range are excessively dominated by noise. We masked pixels marked as393

“DO NOT USE” in the DQ array to remove bad pixels identified by the jwst394

pipeline. To aid in decorrelating systematic noise, we compute a single cen-395

troid and PSF-width for each integration by summing along the dispersion396

direction and fitting a 1D Gaussian; only the first integration’s centroid was397

used to determine aperture locations. We subtracted the background flux by398

subtracting the mean of pixels separated from the source by 11 or more pixels399
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2 Mid-Infrared Spectrum of WASP-39b

after first sigma-clipping 5σ outliers along the time axis and along the spa-400

tial axis. We then performed optimal spectral extraction (30) using the pixels401

within 5 pixels of the centroid. Our spatial profile was a cleaned median frame,402

following the same sigma-clipping methods described by ref. (13; 27). We then403

spectrally binned the data into 28 bins, each 0.25 µm wide, spanning 5–12 µm404

as well as a single white light curve spanning the full 5–12 µm. To remove405

any remaining cosmic rays or the effects of any high-gain antenna moves, we406

then sigma-clipped each light curve, removing any points 4 or more sigma407

discrepant with a smoothed version of the light curve computed using a box-408

car filter with a width of 20 integrations. This removed errant points while409

ensuring not to clip the transit ingress or egress.410

When fitting, our astrophysical model consisted of a starry (31) transit411

model with uninformative priors on the planet-to-star radius ratio and uncon-412

strained, reparameterized quadratic limb-darkening parameters (32). We also413

used broad priors on the planet’s orbital parameters to verify that these new414

data are consistent with the orbital solution presented by ref.(33). Specifically,415

we used Gaussian priors for the transit time, inclination, and scaled semi-major416

axis based on the values of ref.(33) which were derived by fitting all previous417

WASP-39b observational datasets at once, see values in Extended Data Table418

1, but with greatly inflated uncertainties (roughly 10× or higher than the419

precision achievable with these MIRI data alone) to allow these data to inde-420

pendently verify the previously published values (33). We also assumed zero421

eccentricity and fixed the orbital period to the value of 4.0552842 ±0.0
0.0000035422

days from ref.(33). We linearly decorrelated against the changing spatial posi-423

tion and PSF-width computed during Stage 3. We also allowed for a linear424

trend in time as well as a single weakly constrained exponential ramp to remove425

the well-known ramp at the beginning of MIRI/LRS observations (11; 13; 27).426

We also trimmed the first 10 integrations as they suffered from a particu-427

larly strong exponential ramp. There was no evidence for mirror tilts (35) in428

the observations nor any residual impacts from high-gain antenna moves after429

sigma-clipping the data in Stage 4. Finally, we also used a noise multiplier430

to capture any excess white noise and ensure a reduced chi-squared of 1. We431

then used PyMC3’s No U-Turns Sampler (36) to sample our posterior. We used432

two independent chains and used the Gelman–Rubin statistic (37) to ensure433

that our chains had converged (R̂ < 1.01), and then we combined the samples434

from the two chains and computed the 16th, 50th, and 84th percentiles of the435

1D marginal posteriors to estimate the best-fit value and uncertainty for each436

parameter.437

As our determined orbital parameters were consistent with those deter-438

mined by ref.(33), we then fixed our orbital parameters to those of ref.(33) for439

our spectroscopic fits ensuring consistency with other JWST spectra for this440

planet. The limb-darkening parameters for our spectroscopic fits were given a441

Gaussian prior of ±0.1 with respect to model-predicted limb-darkening coeffi-442

cient spectra (38; 39) based on the Stagger grid (40). We also evaluated more443
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Mid-Infrared Spectrum of WASP-39b 3

conservatively trimming the first 120 integrations (instead of 10) for our spec-444

troscopic fits, but found that the resulting spectra were changed by much less445

than 1σ at all wavelengths.446

For our white light curve fit, we found a white noise level 26% larger than447

the estimated photon limit, while the spectroscopic channels were typically448

10–20% larger than the estimated photon limit. As our adopted gain of 3.1449

is only accurate to within ∼10% of the true gain (which varies as a function450

of wavelength; private comm., Sarah Kendrew; (13; 27)), these comparisons451

to estimated photon limits only give general ideas of MIRI’s performance. An452

examination of our Allan variance plots (41) showed minimal red noise in our453

residuals. Our decorrelation against the spatial position and PSF-width showed454

that the shortest wavelengths were most strongly affected by changes in spatial455

position and PSF-width, with both driving noise at the level of ∼100 ppm in456

the shortest wavelength bin; meanwhile, the impact at longer wavelengths was457

weaker and not as well constrained. The orbital parameters determined from458

the white light curve fit are summarized in Extended Data Table 1.459

Tiberius460

Tiberius is a pipeline to perform spectral extraction and light-curve fitting,461

which is derived from the LRG-BEASTS pipeline (42–44). It has been used in462

the analysis of JWST data from the ERS Transiting Exoplanet Community463

program and GO programs (2; 3; 45; 48).464

In our reduction with Tiberius, we first ran STScI’s jwst pipeline on465

the uncal.fits files. We performed the following steps in the jwst pipeline:466

group scale, dq init, saturation, reset, linearity, dark current,467

refpix, ramp fit, gain scale, assign wcs and extract 2d. Our spectral468

extraction was run on the gainscalestep.fits files and we used the469

extract2d.fits files for our wavelength calibration. As explained in the jwst470

documentation, the gain scale step is actually benign if the default gain set-471

ting is used. For that reason, the Tiberius reduction used units of DN/s.472

Ultimately, since we normalize our light curves and rescale the photometric473

uncertainties during light curve fitting, the units of the extracted stellar flux474

do not impact the transmission spectrum.475

We did not perform the jump or flat field steps. Instead of the jump step,476

we performed outlier detection for every pixel in the time-series by locating477

integrations for which a pixel deviated by > 5σ from the median value for that478

pixel. Any outlying pixels in the time-series were replaced by the median value479

for that pixel. Next we performed spectral extraction. We first interpolated480

the spatial dimension of the data onto a new grid with 10× the resolution,481

which improves flux extraction at the sub-pixel level. The spectra were then482

traced using Gaussians fitted to every pixel row from row 171 to 394. The483

means of these Gaussians were then fitted with a fourth-order polynomial.484

We then performed standard aperture photometry at every pixel row after485

subtracting a linear polynomial fitted across two background regions on either486

side of the spectral trace. We experimented with the choice of aperture width487
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4 Mid-Infrared Spectrum of WASP-39b

and background width to minimize the noise in the white light curve. The488

result was a 8-pixel-wide aperture and two 10-pixel-wide background regions489

offset by 8 pixels from the extraction aperture.490

Next we cross-correlated each integration’s stellar spectrum with a ref-491

erence spectrum to measure drifts in the dispersion direction. The reference492

spectrum was taken to be the 301st integration of the time-series, as we clipped493

the first 300 integrations (80 minutes) to remove the ramp seen in the transit494

light curve. The measured shifts had an RMS of 0.002 pixels in the dispersion495

direction and 0.036 in the spatial direction (as measured from the tracing step).496

Next we integrated our spectra in 25× 0.25µm-wide bins from 5–11.25µm to497

make our spectroscopic light curves.498

We fitted our light curves with an analytic transit light curve, implemented499

in batman (49), multiplied by a time trend. For the white light curve, this time500

trend was a quadratic polynomial, as a linear trend was not sufficient. This501

differed to the other reductions that treated the systematics as exponential502

ramps with a linear trend. For the spectroscopic light curves, we divided each503

spectroscopic light curve by the best-fitting transit and systematics model from504

the white light curve fit. A quadratic trend was not necessary for the spec-505

troscopic light curves, which we instead fit with a linear trend to account for506

residual chromatic trends not accounted for by the common mode correction.507

In all light curve fits, we used Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) imple-508

mented via emcee (50). We set the number of walkers equal to 10× the number509

of free parameters and ran two sets of chains. The first set of chains was used510

to rescale the photometric uncertainties to give χ2
ν = 1 and the second set of511

chains was run with the rescaled uncertainties. In both cases, the chains were512

run until they were at least 50× the autocorrelation length for each parameter.513

This led to chains between 4000–10000 steps long.514

Given the non-linear ramp at the beginning of the observations, we clipped515

the first 300 integrations. We found this clipping led to a consistent and more516

precise transmission spectrum. In tests without clipping any integrations, we517

found that a fifth order polynomial was needed to fit the ramp. We disfavoured518

this due to the extra free parameters. For the white light curve, our fitted519

parameters were the time of mid-transit (T0), orbital inclination of the planet520

(i), semi-major axis scaled by the stellar radius (a/R∗), planet-to-star radius521

ratio (RP /R∗), the three parameters defining the quadratic-in-time polynomial522

trend, and the quadratic limb darkening coefficients reparameterized following523

(32) (q1 and q2). For q1 and q2 we used Gaussian priors with means set by524

calculations from Stagger 3D stellar atmosphere models (38–40) and standard525

deviations of 0.1. The period was fixed to 4.0552842518 d as found from the526

global fit to the near-IR JWST datasets (33). Our best-fitting values for the527

system parameters are given in Table 1.528

For our spectroscopic light curves, we fixed the system parameters (a/R∗,529

i, T0) to the values from the global fit to the near-IR JWST datasets (33).530

The median RMS of the residuals from the white light and spectroscopic light531

curve fits were 573 and 3034 ppm, respectively.532
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Mid-Infrared Spectrum of WASP-39b 5

SPARTA533

The Simple Planetary Atmosphere Reduction Tool for Anyone (SPARTA) is534

an open-source code intended to be simple, fast, barebones, and utilitarian.535

SPARTA is fully independent and uses no code from the JWST pipeline or536

any other pipeline. It was initially written to reduce the MIRI phase curve537

of GJ 1214b, and is described in detail in that paper (51). SPARTA was also538

used to reduce the MIRI phase curve of WASP-43b, taken as part of the539

Early Release Science program (13; 27). Having learned many best practices540

from these previous reductions, we performed virtually no parameter optimiza-541

tion for the current WASP-39b reduction. Below, we briefly summarize the542

reduction steps, but we refer the reader to the previous two papers for more543

details.544

In stage 1, SPARTA starts with the uncalibrated files and performs nonlin-545

earity correction, dark subtraction, up-the-ramp fitting, and flat correction, in546

that order. The up-the-ramp fit discards the first 5 groups and the last group,547

which are known to be anomalous, and optimally estimates the slope using the548

remaining groups by taking the differences between adjacent reads and com-549

puting the weighted average of the differences. The weights are calculated with550

a mathematical formula which gives the optimal estimate of the slope (51).551

After stage 1, SPARTA computes the background by taking the average of552

columns 10–24 and 47–61 (inclusive, zero-indexed) of each row in each integra-553

tion. The background is then subtracted from the data. These two windows554

are equally sized and equidistant from the trace on either side, so any slope in555

the background is naturally subtracted out.556

Next, we compute the position of the trace. We compute a template by557

taking the pixel-wise median of all integrations. For each integration, we shift558

the template (via bilinear interpolation) and scale the template (via multipli-559

cation by a scalar) until it matches the integration. The shifts that result in560

the lowest χ2 are recorded.561

The aforementioned template, along with the positions we find, are used for562

optimal extraction. We divide the template by the per-row sum (an estimate of563

the spectrum) to obtain a profile, and shift the profile in the spatial direction564

by the amount found in the previous step. The shifted profile is then used for565

optimal extraction, using the algorithm of (30). We apply this algorithm only566

to a 11-pixel-wide (full width) window centered on the trace, and iteratively567

reject > 5σ outliers until convergence.568

After optimal extraction, we gather all the spectra and the positions into569

one file. We reject outliers by creating a white light curve, detrending it with570

a median filter, and rejecting integrations > 4σ away from 0. Sometimes, only571

certain wavelengths of an integration are bad, not the entire integration. We572

handle these by detrending the light curve at each wavelength, identifying 4σ573

outliers, and replacing them with the average of their neighbors on the time574

axis.575

Finally, we fit the white light and spectroscopic light curves using emcee.576

The spectroscopic bins are exactly the same as for the Eureka! and Tiberius577
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6 Mid-Infrared Spectrum of WASP-39b

reductions: 0.25 µm wide and ranging from 5.00–5.25 µm to 11.75–12.00 µm.578

We trim the first 112 integrations (30 minutes), and reject > 4σ outliers. In579

the white light fit, limb darkening parameters q1 and q2 are both free and given580

broad uniform priors. In the spectroscopic fit, T0, P , a/Rs, b, and the limb581

darkening coefficients are fixed to the fiducial values, but the transit depth582

and the systematics parameters are free. The systematics model is given by583

S = F∗(1 + A exp (−t/τ) + cyy + cxx + m(t− t)), (1)

where F∗ is a normalization constant, A and τ parameterize the exponential584

ramp, t is the time since the beginning of the observations (after trimming), x585

and y are the positions of the trace on the detector, m is a slope (potentially586

caused by stellar variability and/or instrumental drift), and t is the average587

time. All parameters are given uniform priors. τ is required to be between 0588

and 0.1, but no explicit bounds are imposed on the other parameters.589

Forward Modelling590

We used several forward models that take into account photochemistry to infer591

the properties of WASP-39b’s atmosphere from the observations. These mod-592

els are based on known first-principle physics and chemistry that aid in our593

understanding of the important atmospheric processes at work. In addition,594

we also use one of the models to generate a more extensive model grid to595

assess the atmospheric metallicity and elemental ratios of WASP-39b. These596

models compute the atmospheric composition by explicitly treating the ther-597

mochemical and photochemical reactions and transport in the atmosphere,598

and in general are initialized from equilibrium abundances based on a given599

elemental ratio, for which we scale relative to Solar abundances (52). Although600

the abundances of a planet’s host star are the more natural comparison point601

(e.g., 53), the measured multi-element abundances of WASP-39 are very nearly602

Solar (54). All photochemical models use the same incident stellar spectrum603

as that described in ref. (4). Finally, we also consider a radiative-convective604

thermochemical equilibrium model that includes an injected SO2 abundance605

and clouds to connect our work to previous interpretations of near-infrared606

JWST spectra of WASP-39b (2; 3; 15; 16).607

VULCAN608

The 1D kinetics model VULCAN treats thermochemical (58) and photochem-609

ical (8) reactions. VULCAN solves the Eulerian continuity equations including610

chemical sources/sinks, diffusion and advection transport, and condensation.611

We used the C–H–N–O–S network (https://github.com/exoclime/VULCAN/612

blob/master/thermo/SNCHO photo network.txt) for reduced atmospheres613

containing 89 neutral C-, H-, O-, N-, and S-bearing species and 1028 total614

thermochemical reactions (i.e., 514 forward-backward pairs) and 60 photoly-615

sis reactions. The sulphur allotropes are simplified into a system of S, S2, S3,616
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S4, and S8. The sulphur kinetics data is drawn from the NIST and KIDA617

databases, as well as modelling (6; 60) and ab-initio calculations published in618

the literature (e.g., 62). The temperature-dependent UV cross sections (8) are619

not used in this work for simplicity, but preliminary tests show that their exclu-620

sion has resulted in only minor differences (less than 50% of the SO2 VMR).621

Apart from varying elemental abundances, we applied an identical setup of622

VULCAN as that in ref. (4).623

KINETICS624

The KINETICS 1D thermo-photochemical transport model (63–66) is used625

to solve the coupled Eulerian continuity equations for the production, loss,626

and vertical diffusive transport of atmospheric species. The chemical reaction627

list, background atmospheric structure, and assumed planetary parameters628

are identical to those described in ref. (4), except here we explore addi-629

tional atmospheric metallicities. Briefly, the C-H-N-O-S-Cl network used for630

the WASP-39b KINETICS model contains 150 neutral species that interact631

with each other through 2350 total reactions, with the non-photolysis reac-632

tions being reversed through the thermodynamic principle of microscopic633

reversibility (67).634

ARGO635

The 1D thermochemical and photochemical kinetics code, ARGO, originally636

utilised the Stand2019 network for neutral hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen and637

oxygen chemistry (68; 69). ARGO solves the coupled 1D continuity equation638

including thermochemical-photochemical reactions and vertical transport. The639

Stand2019 network was expanded by ref. (70) by updating several reactions,640

incorporating the sulphur network developed by ref. (7), and supplementing it641

with reactions from ref. (72) and ref. (73), to produce the Stand2020 network.642

The Stand2020 network includes 2901 reversible reactions and 537 irreversible643

reactions, involving 480 species composed of H, C, N, O, S, Cl and other644

elements.645

EPACRIS646

EPACRIS (ExoPlanet Atmospheric Chemistry & Radiative Interaction Sim-647

ulator) is a general-purpose one-dimensional atmospheric simulator for exo-648

planets. EPACRIS has a root of the atmospheric chemistry model developed649

by Renyu Hu and Sara Seager at MIT (74–76), and since then has been repro-650

grammed and upgraded substantially (77; 78, and also Yang & Hu 2023, in651

prep. mainly focusing on the validation of reaction rate-coefficients). We use652

the atmospheric chemistry module of EPACRIS to compute the steady-state653

chemical composition of WASP-39 b’s atmosphere controlled by thermochemi-654

cal equilibrium, vertical transport, and photochemical processes. The chemical655

network applied in this study includes 60 neutral C-, H-, O-, and S-bearing656
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8 Mid-Infrared Spectrum of WASP-39b

species and 427 total reactions (i.e., 380 reversible reaction pairs and 47 pho-657

todissociation reactions). In this chemical model, SO2 volume mixing ratio658

is sensitive to two reactions which are (i) H2S ↔ HS + H and (ii) SO +659

OH ↔ HOSO). Briefly describing, if HS + H → H2S recombination rate-660

coefficient is faster than 10−11 cm3/molecule/s (collision-limit is around 10−9
661

cm3/molecule/s), this will result in inefficient H2S dissociation (i.e., H2S starts662

to dissociate at higher altitude), which leads to the decreased SO2 formation.663

Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, there is no theoretically calcu-664

lated nor experimentally measured H2S decomposition rate coefficient. For this665

reason, in EPACRIS, we assumed that H2S ↔ HS + S is similar to H2O ↔666

HO + H. However, all the HS + H → H2S recombination rate-coefficient used667

in different models were slower than 10−11 cm3/molecule/s and below this668

range, SO2 volume mixing ratio isn’t sensitive to this reaction anymore. With669

regard to the SO + OH ↔ HOSO reaction, the forward reaction (barrier-less670

reaction) is favored at lower temperatures and higher pressure according to671

the HOSO potential energy surfaces (79). For this reason, the exclusion of this672

reaction from the EPACRIS chemical model shows up to 2 orders of magni-673

tude increase (i.e., from [SO2] ∼ 10−6 to 10−4) in the SO2 volume mixing ratio674

in the morning limb. However, in the evening limb whose temperature is up675

to ∼200 K higher compared to the morning limb, HOSO now can further dis-676

sociate to form SO2 and H due to elevated temperature, which results in the677

increased [SO2] ∼ 10−5 compared to the morning limb [SO2] ∼ 10−6.678

IDIC Grid679

Ref. (14) presented a grid of VULCAN photochemistry models (we term this the680

IDIC grid) for WASP-39b that cover a 3D volume of possible C, O, and S681

elemental abundances without aerosols. We used these models to compare to682

our three spectral reductions. We fit each MIRI/LRS transmission spectrum683

by binning all model spectra to the regular, 0.25µm resolution of the observed684

spectra, allowing for an arbitrary vertical offset for each model spectrum, and685

calculating χ2 for each model spectrum. We first determined the goodness-of-686

fit while holding all abundances linked to the same value (i.e., C, O, and S all687

enhanced by the same level relative to Solar abundances). We fit a parabola688

to the three lowest χ2 points to estimate the optimal elemental abundance689

enhancement and its uncertainty (i.e., where ∆χ2 = 1; 81). We then also com-690

pared these linked-abundance χ2 values to those derived across the entire 3D691

grid by allowing all three elemental abundances to vary individually. Extended692

Data Tables 2 and 3 show the abundances and χ2 values for these analyses.693

Interpreting the spectra is challenging because the goodness-of-fit varies694

widely across the observed spectra: across all IDIC models, we find a best-fit χ2
695

of 14.7 for the Tiberius reduction but a best-fit χ2 = 45.4 for the Eureka! reduc-696

tion (which reports much smaller measurement uncertainties). Nonetheless the697

linked analyses all suggest a bulk metallicity of 7.1–8.0× Solar. The standard698

deviation of the optimal metallicity values is 0.4, smaller than the average699

uncertainties in Extended Data Table 2, suggesting that the uncertainty in the700
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bulk metallicity is dominated by statistical (or model-dependent systematic)701

uncertainties rather than by differences between the several reduced spectra.702

When allowing C, O, and S abundances to each vary freely, in all cases703

the best-fitting models show a preference for super-solar O/S ratios, sub-solar704

C/O, and approximately solar C/S ratios. Ref. (14) suggests that these ratios705

could be used to constrain a planet’s formation history by comparing to forma-706

tion models (53; 82). However, a Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) analysis707

shows that for the Tiberius and SPARTA reductions the observed spectra do708

not justify the additional free parameters of multiple independent elemental709

abundances. The formal BIC value for the Eureka! reduction seems to indicate710

that independent abundances are justified, but this conclusion seems ques-711

tionable since this spectrum gives the worst χ2 values (36.7 with just 28 data712

points).713

PICASO Grid714

Previous observations of WASP-39b with JWST’s NIRspec PRISM, NIRISS715

SOSS, NIRCam F322W, and NIRSpec G395H (1–3; 15; 16) were interpreted716

using a grid of 1D radiative-convective thermal equilibrium (RCTE) models717

(84) generated with PICASO 3.0 (85; 86). Here, to interpret the spectrum of718

WASP 39b observed with MIRI LRS, we use the base clear equilibrium PICASO719

3.0 version of this grid along with a subset of the grid of PICASO 3.0 models720

post-processed with Virga (87; 88) to account for clouds formed from Na2S,721

MnS, and MgSiO3. The full parameters of the original set of grids can be found722

in ref. (84). We reduced several gridpoints of the post-processed cloudy Virga723

grid. In the cloudy grid we use here, we included only one heat redistribution724

factor (0.5), only one intrinsic temperature (100 K), only fsed values ≤ 3,725

and only log10 Kzz > 5, as this low of a log10 Kzz is unphysically small at726

temperatures > 500 K (e.g., Fig. 2; 89), as in the atmosphere of WASP-39b.727

The original grids in ref. (84) were only computed for wavelengths from 0.3728

to 6 µm; here we extend the simulated transmission spectra of the grid out to729

wavelengths of 15 µm.730

To assess the presence of SO2 in the MIRI LRS data, we first inject a731

constant abundance of SO2 into each model at gridpoints of 3 ppm, 5 ppm,732

7.5 ppm, 10 ppm, 20 ppm, and 100 ppm, and we then recompute the model733

spectra. These values of SO2 are therefore not chemically consistent with the734

rest of the atmosphere. As in the IDIC grid, we fit each transmission spectrum735

reduction by binning the model spectra (resampled to opacities at R=20,000736

(90)) to the resolution of the observations, allow for a vertical offset, and737

calculate χ2 for each model spectrum. We take the top 20 best-fitting models738

to account for scatter in the preferred grid values and discard clear outliers.739

Without SO2, although we find comparable overall fits (χ2 ≤ 2.6) to the740

data for the Eureka! reduction, none of the SO2-free RCTE models capture741

the rise around 7.7 µm or 8.5 µm. Once SO2 is added, we find that the overall742

model fit to the Eureka! reduction is slightly worse (χ2 ≤ 2.7), but the shape743

of the spectrum better matches at 7.7 µm and 8.5 µm. This slightly worse fit744
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10 Mid-Infrared Spectrum of WASP-39b

is driven by the slightly higher transit depths from 5 – 6 µm in the Eureka!745

reduction, which results in a higher baseline “continuum” when SO2 is not746

included. For both the SPARTA and Tiberius reductions, the grid model747

fits improve with added SO2. Most crucially, in the absence of SO2, the best-748

fitting clear PICASO 3.0 and cloudy PICASO 3.0 + Virga grid models across749

all reductions are dominated by H2O absorption, as well as prominent contri-750

butions from CH4 for the Tiberius and Eureka! data, as shown in Extended751

Data Figure 3. For the Tiberius and Eureka! reductions, cloudy cases with-752

out SO2 result in high inferred amounts of CH4 (VMR ∼ 1–50 ppm) at 10753

mbar—where the MIRI/LRS observations probe. These CH4 mixing ratios are754

in disagreement with the lack of CH4 in WASP-39b’s atmosphere observed755

at shorter wavelengths with NIRISS, NIRSpec, and NIRCam (with best-fit756

models having CH4 VMRs of ∼3 ppb, ∼0.1 ppm, and ∼50 ppb, respectively)757

(2; 3; 15; 16). With the SPARTA reduction, rather than compensating for the758

lack of SO2 opacity with elevated CH4 abundances, the PICASO grid best-fits759

invoke opacity from a high altitude, optically thick silicate cloud.760

Models with SO2 injected produce better overall fits to each MIRI reduc-761

tion, with mixing ratios of carbon, oxygen, and sulfur-bearing species in762

agreement with those inferred from shorter wavelength data from NIRISS,763

NIRSpec, and NIRCam. Therefore, our results suggest MIRI data alone can764

independently constrain relevant atmospheric gaseous species. With these765

MIRI data in addition to the previous JWST observations, we demonstrate766

that SO2 in WASP-39b’s atmosphere is required to self-consistently interpret767

the data from JWST over a wide wavelength range.768

When SO2 is included in the RCTE PICASO 3.0 models, we find that all769

three reductions prefer C/O ratios of ≤ Solar values. These low C/O ratios770

result from the lack of methane needed to fit the data. Metallicity values771

range from ∼10× Solar for the Eureka! and Tiberius reductions to ∼10-772

30× Solar for the SPARTA reduction. Best-fits are comparable between clear773

and cloudy cases, with high best-fitting values of fsed resulting in cloud decks774

below the atmospheric regions probed by MIRI/LRS. The best-fitting models775

using MIRI therefore result in very different cloud parameters than models776

fit to shorter wavelengths (2; 3; 15; 16). These cloud parameter discrepancies777

highlight that constraining cloud conditions requires wide wavelength coverage778

and may result from cloud formation localized to different atmospheric layers779

(20).780

Finally, within the framework of injected uniform SO2 abundances that do781

not vary with altitude, we find that all of our SO2 abundance grid points result782

in comparable model fits, preventing a strong SO2 abundance constraint from783

the PICASO 3.0 grid.784

Retrieval Modelling785

In addition to forward modelling, we further investigated the atmosphere of786

WASP-39b as seen by MIRI/LRS using six different free-retrieval frameworks787

(see descriptions below). Free retrievals use parameterized atmospheric models788
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Mid-Infrared Spectrum of WASP-39b 11

to directly extract constraints on atmospheric properties from the data. Each789

chemical species in the model is treated as an independent free parameter,790

rather than abundances being calculated under assumptions such as chemi-791

cal equilibrium or photochemistry. The retrievals presented in this paper all792

assume that the atmosphere is well-mixed, so chemical abundances are held793

constant throughout the atmosphere. All retrievals also assume an isothermal794

temperature profile, since the MIRI-LRS spectrum probes a relatively small795

range of atmospheric pressures and therefore is relatively insensitive to the796

temperature structure. All retrievals contain some prescription for aerosols,797

but the details vary across the six frameworks and are described in more798

detail below. This variation in aerosol treatment is intentional, and by this799

approach we hope to capture the impact of different retrieval choices on molec-800

ular detection and abundance measurements for MIRI. All frameworks also801

retrieve either a reference pressure or reference radius, to account for the so-802

called ‘normalization degeneracy’ (see (91)). Helios-r2 also includes the stellar803

radius and log(g), where g is gravitational acceleration, as free parameters.804

For all frameworks, we ran the preferred model set up, and those removing805

H2O or SO2, allowing us to calculate their Bayesian evidence following (92)806

(Extended Data Table 4).807

Atmospheric models do not provide as good a match to the data at ≳808

10µm, with worse fits by χ2 and p-value metrics than when only considering809

data bluewards of 10µm. Therefore, we considered the possibility of retrieving810

only on the short wavelengths. While we find that the retrieved abundances811

are highly sensitive to the wavelengths considered, there is no evident, data-812

driven argument to disregard data at longer wavelengths, and the fits are813

acceptable. Therefore, the atmospheric inferences presented below consider the814

entire MIRI-LRS spectrum from 5 to 12µm. Further investigation into the815

apparent decrease in transit depth at 10 µm is warranted in future work.816

ARCiS817

ARCiS (ARtful modelling Code for exoplanet Science) is an atmospheric mod-818

elling and Bayesian retrieval package (93; 94), which ultilises the Multinest (95)819

Monte Carlo nested sampling algorithm to sample a parameter space for the820

region of maximum likelihood. ARCiS is capable of both free molecular and821

constrained chemistry (i.e. assuming thermochemical equilibrium) retrievals,822

with the latter using GGchem (96) for the chemistry. For this work we use a823

free molecular retrieval with a simple grey, patchy cloud model. This simple824

model parameterises cloud-top pressure and the degree of cloud coverage (from825

0 for completely clear to 1 for completely covered). We explored the use of a826

variety of molecular species in our retrievals, with the majority of their abun-827

dances being unconstrained by the retrieval of this dataset. In particular, we828

searched for additional photochemical products including SO and SO3. The829

photochemical model of ref. (4) predicts observable amounts of SO but very830

little SO3. We find some weak-to-moderate (2.5 σ) evidence for SO (97) and no831
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12 Mid-Infrared Spectrum of WASP-39b

evidence of SO3 (98), qualitatively matching the photochemical model predic-832

tions. In addition, we find ∼3.3σ evidence for the presence of a molecule such833

as SiH (99), BeH (100), or NO (101). The broad opacity features from these834

species, however, are indistinguishable from a continuum effect such as haze.835

In the absence of other spectral features from these molecules, and because836

we do not expect SiH, BeH, or NO to be abundant enough(∼1000 ppm are837

required, compared to a maximum of ∼10 ppm for SiH and fractions of a838

ppm for BeH under the assumption of solar-abundance thermochemical equi-839

librium (52; 96)), we exclude them in our models. We therefore present a840

simplified set of molecules, with only H2O (22) and SO2 (23) included, along841

with the parameters for the clouds. Combined with isothermal temperature842

and planetary radius, this totals six free parameters. The reference pres-843

sure for the radius is 10 bar. The opacities are k-tables from the ExoMolOP844

database (104), with the linelists from the ExoMol (105) or HITEMP (106)845

database as specified. Collision-induced absorption for H2 and He are taken846

from refs. (107) and (108). We use 1000 live points and a sampling efficiency847

of 0.3 in Multinest. We used a value of 0.281 MJ for the planetary mass, and848

0.9324 R⊙ for the stellar radius.849

Aurora850

Aurora is an atmospheric inference framework with applications to transmis-851

sion spectroscopy of transiting exoplanets (e.g., 109; 110). The comprehensive852

description of the framework and modelling paradigm are explained in853

ref. (111). For this dataset we considered a series of atmospheric models854

ranging from simple cloud-free isothermal models, to those with multi-855

ple chemical species, inhomogeneous cloud and hazes, and non-isothermal856

pressure-temperature (PT) profiles. The parameter estimation was performed857

using the nested sampling algorithm (112) through MultiNest (113) using the858

PyMultinest implementation (114).859

We find that the retrieved abundances of H2O and SO2 vary by sev-860

eral orders of magnitude depending on the data reduction considered, the861

wavelength range included (e.g., above or below 10µm), and assumptions862

about the atmospheric model used (e.g, cloud-free vs. cloudy, fully cloudy vs.863

inhomogeneous clouds, multiple absorbers vs. limited absorbers; see, e.g., 115).864

Our initial exploration of atmospheric models finds that when consider-865

ing multiple species (e.g., Na, K, CH4, NH3, HCN, CO, CO2, C2H2), their866

abundances are largely unconstrained despite affecting the retrieved SO2 abun-867

dances by at least an order of magnitude, generally skewing them towards868

lower values (e.g., log10(SO2) ≲ −6). The use of parametric PT profiles869

(e.g., 116) do not result in significant changes to the retrieved abundances870

and the resulting temperature profiles are largely consistent with isothermal871

atmospheres. Finally, we find that assuming cloud-free or homogeneous cloud872

cover can result in artificially tight constraints on the H2O abundances as873

expected (e.g., 111; 115; 117), motivating our choice to consider the presence874

of inhomogeneous clouds/hazes.875
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Mid-Infrared Spectrum of WASP-39b 13

Given the above considerations, we settled on a simplified fiducial model to876

calculate the model preference (i.e., ‘detection’; see, e.g., 111; 118) for H2O and877

SO2 with the caveat that the retrieved abundances are highly dependent on878

the model/data assumptions. This simplified model only considers absorption879

due to H2O and SO2 using line lists from (106) and (23) respectively, H2–H2880

and H2–He collision-induced absorption with line lists from (119), the presence881

of inhomogeneous clouds and hazes following the single sector model in ref.882

(111) (see also 117; 120), and an isothermal pressure temperature profile. In883

total, our atmospheric model has eight free parameters: two for the constant-884

with-height volume mixing ratios of the chemical species considered, one for885

the isothermal temperature of the atmosphere, four for the inhomogeneous886

clouds and hazes, and one for the reference pressure for the assumed planet887

radius (Rp = 1.279 RJ, log10(g) = 2.63 cgs, Rstar = 0.932R⊙). The forward888

models for the parameter estimation were calculated at a constant resolution889

R= 10, 000 using 1000 live points for MultiNest.890

CHIMERA891

CHIMERA (121) is an open-source radiative transfer and retrieval framework892

which has been extensively used to study the atmospheres of planetary mass893

objects, ranging from brown dwarfs (122) to terrestrial planets (123). The894

forward model is coupled to a nested sampler, namely MultiNest (95) using the895

PyMultiNest (114) wrapper. CHIMERA takes advantage of the correlated-k896

approximation (124; 125) in order to rapidly compute the transmission through897

the atmosphere. Given the flexible nature of the code, it is capable of modelling898

a range of different aerosol and cloud scenarios (126), as well as a range of899

different thermal structures (116; 127).900

For this work we are limited to the spectral bands we have access to, thus,901

we only model H2O and SO2 using line data from refs. (22) and (23) respec-902

tively. We assume the atmosphere is dominated by H2, with a He/H2 ratio903

of 0.1764; therefore, we also model the H2–H2 and H2–He collision-induced904

absorption (119). We model hazes following the prescription of (128), which905

treats hazes as enhanced H2 Rayleigh scattering with a free power-law slope.906

Alongside the haze calculation, we fit for a constant-in-wavelength grey cloud907

with opacity κcloud. We also assess the patchiness of the cloud by linearly908

combining a cloud-free model with the cloudy model (129). We find that the909

inclusion of hazes does not improve any of our inferences, thus our final model910

presented is from using the grey cloud alone. We used a value of 0.281 MJ for911

the planetary mass, and 0.932 R⊙ for the stellar radius.912

Helios-r2913

Helios-r2 (The open-source Helios-r2 code can be found here: https:914

//github.com/exoclime/Helios-r2) (130) is an open-source, GPU-accelerated915

retrieval code for atmospheres of exoplanets and brown dwarfs and can be used916

for transmission, emission, and secondary-eclipse observations (see, e.g., (131),917

(132), or (133)). It uses a Bayesian nested sampling approach to compute the918
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14 Mid-Infrared Spectrum of WASP-39b

posterior distributions and Bayesian evidences, based on the MultiNest library919

(95).920

In Helios-r2 the chemical composition can be constrained assuming921

chemical equilibrium using the FastChem (The open-source FastChem code922

can be found here: https://github.com/exoclime/FastChem) chemistry code923

(134; 135) or by performing a free abundance retrieval with either isoprofiles924

or vertically varying abundances. The temperature profile can also be either925

described by an isoprofile or allowed to vary with height by using a flexi-926

ble description based on piece-wise polynomials or a cubic spline approach.927

Given the limited number of available observational data points in this study,928

we chose to describe the temperature and the chemical abundances with929

isoprofiles.930

In our final retrieval calculations only two gas-phase species are directly931

retrieved (H2O and SO2), while H2 and He are assumed to form the background932

atmosphere based on their solar H/He ratio. Additional chemical species,933

such as HCN, CO, CO2, or CH4 for example, were tested but resulted in934

unconstrained posteriors.935

We used the Exomol POKAZATEL line list for H2O (22) and the ExoAmes936

SO2 (23) line list in our retrievals. Line list data for HCN, CO, and CH4 were937

taken from (136), (137), and (138) respectively. The opacities were calculated938

with the open-source opacity calculator HELIOS-K (The open-source HELIOS-K939

code can be found here: https://github.com/exoclime/HELIOS-K) (139; 140)940

and are available on the DACE platform (https://dace.unige.ch). The collision-941

induced absorption of H2–H2 and H2–He pairs was taken from (141), (142),942

and (143).943

In the retrieval calculations, we added a grey cloud layer with the cloud’s944

top pressure as a free parameter. Additionally, we used the surface gravity945

and the stellar radius as free parameters with Gaussian priors based on their946

measured values to incorporate their uncertainties in the retrieval results.947

For the retrieval calculations in this study, 2000 live points and a sampling948

efficiency of 0.3 for an accurate determination of the Bayesian evidence were949

used.950

NEMESIS951

NEMESIS (144) is an open-source retrieval algorithm that allows simulation of952

a range of planetary and substellar bodies, using either nested sampling (112;953

145) or optimal estimation (146) to iterate towards a solution. It has been used954

extensively to model the atmospheres of transiting exoplanets (e.g., (117)).955

NEMESIS uses the correlated-k approximation (124) to allow rapid calculation956

of the forward model. It allows flexible parameterization of aerosols and gas957

abundance profiles, and can also be used to simultaneously and consistently958

model multiple planetary phases (e.g., (147)).959

In this work, we use the nested sampling algorithm PyMultiNest (95; 114),960

with 2000 live points. We include H2O line data from the POKAZATEL linelist961
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(22) and SO2 line data from the ExoAmes linelist (23), using k-tables cal-962

culated as in (104). Collision-induced absorption information for H2 and He963

is taken from (107) and (108). Aerosol is modelled as an opaque grey cloud964

deck, with a variable top pressure. We also retrieve a fractional cloud coverage965

parameter, simulating the total terminator spectrum as a linear combination966

of a cloudy spectrum and an otherwise identical clear spectrum. We also tested967

the inclusion of a simple haze model with a tunable scattering index parame-968

ter, after refs. (120) and (117), but found that the retrieved scattering index969

gave an unrealistically steep spectral slope. We therefore present the models970

including only a grey cloud deck. We used a value of 0.281 MJ for the planetary971

mass, and 0.9324 R⊙ for the stellar radius.972

PyratBay973

PyratBay(24), PYthon RAdiative-Transfer in a BAYesian framework, is an974

open-source software that enables atmospheric forward and retrieval modelling975

of exoplanetary spectra (148). This software utilizes parametric tempera-976

ture, composition, and altitude profiles as a function of pressure to generate977

emission and transmission spectra. The radiative transfer module considers978

various sources of opacity, including alkali lines (149), Rayleigh scattering979

(150; 151), Exomol and HITEMP molecular line lists (106; 152), collision-980

induced absorption (107; 108), and cloud opacities. To optimize retrieval,981

PyratBay compresses these large databases while retaining essential informa-982

tion from dominant line transitions, using the method described in ref. (153).983

The software offers various cloud condensate prescriptions, including the clas-984

sic “power law+gray” model, a “single-particle-size” haze profile, a “patchy985

clouds” model with partial coverage factor (154), and a complex parameterized986

Mie-scattering thermal stability model (155–157). Furthermore, PyratBay987

allows users to adjust the complexity of the compositional model, ranging from988

a “free retrieval” approach where molecular abundances are freely parameter-989

ized to a “chemically consistent” retrieval that assumes chemical equilibrium.990

For the chemically consistent retrieval, users can choose between the numeri-991

cal TEA code (158; 159) and the analytical RATE code (160), both of which992

can rapidly calculate volume mixing ratios of desired elemental and molec-993

ular abundances across a wide range of chemical species. The software also994

provides a variety of temperature models, including isothermal profiles and995

physically motivated parameterized models (e.g., 116; 127). To sample the996

parameter space and perform Bayesian inference, PyratBay is equipped with997

two Bayesian samplers: the differential-evolution Markov Chain Monte Carlo998

(MCMC) algorithm (161), implemented via ref. (162), and the nested-sampling999

algorithm, implemented via PyMultiNest (113; 163). These algorithms utilize1000

millions of models and thousands of live points to explore the parameter space1001

effectively.1002

For this analysis, we conducted a free retrieval and tested various model1003

assumptions. These involved testing all temperature parametrizations imple-1004

mented in our modelling framework, a wide range of chemical species opacities1005
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16 Mid-Infrared Spectrum of WASP-39b

expected to exhibit observable spectral features in the MIRI wavelength region,1006

H2O (22), CH4 (164), NH3 (165; 166), HCN (136; 167), CO (137), CO2 (168),1007

C2H2 (169), SO2 (23), H2S (170), and different cloud prescriptions. Our trans-1008

mission spectrum was generated at a resolution of R∼15000 and then convolved1009

to match the MIRI resolution of 100. We assumed a hydrogen-dominated1010

atmosphere with a He/H2 ratio of 0.1764 and accounted for H2–H2 (171) and1011

H2–He (171) collision-induced absorptions. We used the same values of the1012

stellar radius and planetary mass as the NEMESIS pipeline. To evaluate the1013

likelihood of our models, we utilized the PyMultiNest algorithm with 2000 live1014

points. Similar to the findings of other retrieval frameworks, the majority of1015

the considered species were largely unconstrained. The Mie-scattering cloud1016

models did not detect spectral signatures of any condensates in the data, and1017

the more complex temperature models yielded temperature profiles that were1018

largely consistent with an isothermal atmosphere. Only H2O and SO2 exhib-1019

ited detectable spectral features in the data, and the assumption of a patchy1020

gray cloud was the most suitable for the quality of the observations. Our final1021

atmospheric model, applied to each team’s reduction data, consisted of six1022

free parameters: two for the constant-with-height volume mixing ratios of the1023

chemical species, one for the isothermal temperature of the atmosphere, one1024

for the planetary radius, and two for the patchy opaque cloud deck.1025

TauREx1026

TauREx, Tau Retrieval for Exoplanets, is an open-source fully Bayesian inverse1027

atmospheric retrieval framework (172; 173). We adopted the latest version1028

(3.1) of the TauREx software (174; 175). This version makes exclusive use1029

of absorption cross sections, as the correlated-k tables are no longer com-1030

putationally advantageous (174). We selected the PyMultinest algorithm to1031

sample the parameter space (95; 114). The atmosphere was modeled with 2001032

equally spaced layers in log-pressure between 106 and 10−4 Pa. In all our tests,1033

we assumed an isothermal profile and constant mixing ratios with altitude.1034

The radiative transfer model accounts for absorption from chemical species,1035

collision-induced absorption by H2–H2 and H2–He (141–143), and clouds. We1036

performed initial retrieval tests including a long list of molecular species, H2O1037

(22), SO2 (23), CO (137), CO2 (168), CH4 (138), HCN (176), NH3 (177), FeH1038

(178) and H2S (170), but found that only H2O and SO2 may have detectable1039

features in the observed MIRI spectra. We validated statistically the detection1040

of both H2O and SO2 by comparing the Bayesian evidence of best-fit retrievals1041

with both species versus those obtained by removing either molecule. We con-1042

sidered the following scenarios: (1) a clear atmosphere, (2) an atmosphere with1043

an optically-thick cloud deck, for which we fitted the top-layer pressure, and1044

(3) an atmosphere with haze, using the formalism of ref. (179) for modelling1045

the Mie scattering. We finally selected the retrievals with a thick cloud deck,1046

which provide the most consistent scenarios across data reductions, and with1047

slightly more conservative error bars. Only for the Eureka! reduction, the1048
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haze model was slightly favored (2.4σ), but the corresponding molecular abun-1049

dances are affected by strong degeneracy between water and haze. For other1050

reductions, the inferred molecular abundances are essentially independent of1051

the retrieval scenario. We used a value of 0.281 MJ for the planetary mass,1052

and 0.939 R⊙ for the stellar radius.1053

Free retrieval results1054

The results from all retrieval frameworks, across all three reductions, are pre-1055

sented in Extended Data Table 4 and shown in Extended Data Figure 4. These1056

serve to illustrate the general consistency of the results for SO2 and H2O,1057

whilst also highlighting the differences in retrieved abundance for some cases.1058

We reiterate that the different retrieval teams made a variety of choices in the1059

setup of their retrievals, which are described in more detail above. The overall1060

good agreement is testament to the robustness of our detection of SO2 in the1061

MIRI dataset.1062

We recover a range of median abundances for log(SO2) between −5.9 and1063

−5.0 across all reductions and retrieval frameworks. The overall spread of1064

log(SO2) across all retrievals and reductions, from the lowest −1σ bound to the1065

highest +1σ bound, is −6.4—−4.6 (the range reported in the main text refers1066

only to the retrievals on the Eureka! reduction), corresponding to volume1067

mixing ratios of 0.4—25 ppm (0.5—25 ppm if only retrievals on the Eureka!1068

reduction are considered). Note that this range could potentially be wider if1069

a more extensive exploration of possible cloud and haze configurations were1070

conducted, which we leave to future work.1071

SO2 is detected at more than 3σ significance in all cases except the Helios-1072

r2 retrievals for Eureka! and SPARTA (2.54σ and 2.99σ respectively), and1073

the Aurora retrieval for SPARTA (2.95σ). The Helios-r2 model has the sim-1074

plest representation of clouds, but also allows the stellar radius and planetary1075

log(g) to vary, so it is likely that the precise combinations of the Eureka! and1076

SPARTA spectra and the chosen variables result in weaker detections for SO2,1077

because other parameters have more freedom to compensate for a lack of SO21078

in this framework. Similarly, the Aurora framework has a unique representa-1079

tion of aerosol, including both cloud and haze, with the cloud top pressure as1080

a free parameter. This also increases the flexibility of the model to compen-1081

sate for changes in the SO2 abundance. In summary, free retrievals provide1082

a broadly consistent picture, which is also consistent with the SO2 volume1083

mixing ratios from the best-fitting photochemical models (see e.g. Figure 4).1084

Test runs with the ARCiS retrieval also included SO opacity, which was not1085

included in the other retrieval schemes. The existence of SO is not ruled out by1086

these retrievals, with weak-to-moderate (2.5σ) evidence for it being present in1087

the atmosphere. If present, it contributes to the spectrum at around 9 µm and1088

is an additional source of opacity overlapping with the longer wavelength end1089

of the broad SO2 feature. The presence of SO is consistent with photochemical1090

predictions, and should be an avenue for future exploration.1091
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We also retrieve log(H2O) abundances in all cases. For the most part, the1092

median values for nearly all retrievals and reductions range from log(H2O) of1093

-2.3 to -1.1, with an anomalously low value for the Eureka! reduction and the1094

Aurora (-3.9) retrieval. This retrieval framework includes haze, so we postulate1095

that in this case the haze slope is compensating for the shape of the H2O1096

feature. Whilst the CHIMERA retrieval also includes haze and cloud, the cloud1097

is uniformly distributed and the opacity is scaled, whereas Aurora has the1098

cloud top pressure as a free parameter. This likely accounts for the different1099

solutions between these two codes. The Eureka! reduction also results in a1100

spectrum with a slightly smoother downward slope between 5.2 and 6.5 µm1101

than the other two reductions, which contributes to the preference for haze1102

over H2O absorption in the Aurora retrieval.1103

The main H2O absorption feature in the MIRI-LRS range is a broad feature1104

centered around 6µm, but extending beyond the short wavelength cut off and1105

also into the region affected by SO2. Slight differences in the shape of the spec-1106

trum between the three reductions at the shortest wavelengths, which is the1107

region most sensitive to H2O, drive the subtle differences in the retrieved H2O1108

abundances between those reductions. Eureka! and SPARTA have very simi-1109

lar transit depths and yield slightly larger H2O abundances (range excepting1110

outliers: -1.9 to -1.1) than the Tiberius reduction (range: -2.3 to -1.5).1111

Whilst all retrievals include some prescription for cloud and/or haze, the1112

parameters are generally poorly constrained. For ARCiS, CHIMERA and1113

PyratBay, no meaningful constraints on any cloud properties were obtained1114

for any reductions. For Helios-r2, 1σ lower limits on log(cloud top pressure)1115

in bar of -1.85, -1.62, and -1.78 are found for the Eureka!, Tiberius, and1116

SPARTA reductions respectively. Similarly, TauREx provides 1σ lower limits1117

on log(cloud top pressure) of -1.60, -1.97 and -2.03 for Eureka!, Tiberius and1118

SPARTA. For NEMESIS, we find that the cloud top pressure and cloud frac-1119

tion are degenerate, but high cloud fractions with low cloud top pressures are1120

not permitted, so we can rule out high, opaque cloud covering a large per-1121

centage of the terminator. For Aurora/Eureka!, the haze scattering slope is1122

constrained to γ = −4.6+1.0
−1.8, consistent with a Rayleigh-scattering slope (γ =1123

-4) within 1-σ. In summary, we can rule out a grey cloud extending to low pres-1124

sures with broad terminator coverage, but otherwise with such varied results1125

across reductions and retrievals we cannot place any constraints on cloud or1126

haze properties.1127

Data Availability. The data used in this paper are associated with1128

JWST program DD-2783 and are available from the Mikulski Archive1129

for Space Telescopes (https://mast.stsci.edu). The data products required1130

to generate Figs. 1-4 and Extended Data Figs. 1-5 are available here:1131

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10055845. All additional data are available1132

upon request.1133

Code Availability.1134

The codes VULCAN and gCMCRT used in this work to simulate1135

composition and produce synthetic spectra are publicly available:1136
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VULCAN(8; 58) (https://github.com/exoclime/VULCAN)1137

gCMCRT(180) (https://github.com/ELeeAstro/gCMCRT)1138

The SPARTA software to reduce JWST MIRI and NIRCam time-series spectra1139

is publicly available: SPARTA(51)(https://github.com/ideasrule/sparta). The1140

Tiberius software to reduce and analyse JWST time-series spectra is publicly1141

available: Tiberius(42; 44)(https://github.com/JamesKirk11/Tiberius). Six1142

of the free retrieval codes are available at the following locations: ARCiS1143

(https://github.com/michielmin/ARCiS); CHIMERA1144

(https://github.com/mrline/CHIMERA); Helios-r21145

(https://github.com/exoclime/Helios-r2); NEMESIS1146

(https://github.com/nemesiscode/radtrancode); PyratBay1147

(https://github.com/pcubillos/pyratbay); TauREx1148

(https://github.com/ucl-exoplanets/TauREx3 public).1149

The Eureka! analyses used the following publicly available codes to1150

process, extract, reduce and analyse the data: STScI’s JWST Calibration1151

pipeline (28), Eureka! (25), starry (31), PyMC3 (36), and the standard1152

Python libraries numpy (181), astropy (182; 183), and matplotlib (184).1153
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Extended Data Fig. 1
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Extended Data Fig. 2
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Extended Data Fig. 3
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Extended Data Fig. 4
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Extended Data Table 3
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Extended Data Table 4
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